Photographic films as remote sensors for measuring albedos of terrestrial surfaces by Pease, R. W. & Pease, S. R.
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FOREWORD
A product of the USGS/BOMEX Experiment No. 1 was a method for
creating generalized maps of surface radiance from images of
electro-optical scanners. This method was reported in Technical
Report IV of USGS Contract No. 1A-08-0001-119H». A subsequent
conference at the University of Wisconsin, Madison between R. W.
Pease, R. A. Alexander, S. I. Outcalt, and Reid Bryson suggested
that the method of generalization employed could be extended to
ascertain remotely by inference the distribution of net radiation
or radiation balance that exists on a terrain surface at the time
of imaging. An important step in making such maps is the capability
of ascertaining remotely the solar energy absorbed by the surface
which in turn necessitates the remote determination of surface
albedo and/or surface energy reflection. To form a basis for
deciding whether this is feasible for both aircraft missions and
the Earth Resources Technology Satellites (ERTS-A and ERTS-B),
Steven Pease performed the following investigation which constitutes
an integral part of the work of the USGS Contract No. 14-08-0001-1
Robert W. Pease
Principal Investigator
University of California, Riverside
ABSTRACT
To test the feas ib i l i t y of remotely measuring the albedos.of
terrestr ial surfaces from photographic images, an inquiry was.
carried out at ground level using several representative common
surface targets. Problems of making such measurements with a
spect ra l ly select ive sensor, such as photographic f i lm, have been
compared to previous work u t i l i z ing si1 icon eel Is. Two photo-
graphic approaches have been developed: a mult ispectral method
which u t i l i zes two or three photographic images made through con-
ventional mult ispectral f i l ters and a "single-shot" method which
ut i l izes the broad spectral sens i t i v i t y of black and whi te infrared
f i lm. Sensitometry related to the methods substitutes a Log Albedo
scale for the conventional Log Exposure for creating character ist ic
curves. An adjustable Log Albedo scale is suggested which permits
rapid matching of sensitometr ic character ist ics to images of ground
cal ibrat ion targets. Certa in constraints caused by i l lumination
geometry are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
An essential part of radiation budget and overall energy budget
studies is the determination of the upward flux of shortwave solar
radiation above a surface. V i r t u a l l y all radiation emitted from
terrestrial surfaces is in the thermal 'to.frar.ed spectral region and
makes an insignificant contribution to upward directed shortwave
radiation. Consequently, upwelling shortwave radiation can be
considered exclusively of solar origin, except for localized and
usually n e g l i g i b l e sources such as a r t i f i c i a l lighting. On a
planetary scale, 8 percent of the upward solar radiation leaving the
earth-atmosphere system represents radiation scattered by the atmos-
phere, and 26 percent represents solar radiation reflected by
terrestrial surfaces and clouds. Surface albedo, defined as the |
ratio of reflected solar radiation to total solar radiation incident *
on the.surface, accounts for 11 of the 26 percent and therefore
assumes a significant role in radiation and energy balance studies.
Under s i m i l a r conditions of solar i l.lum inat ion, the variation of
surface albedo is the single most important factor influencing the
areal diversity of upward directed shortwave radiation. Seasonal
variations of surface albedo can be a significant factor in the study
of regional weather patterns, air mass formation and modification,
and related meteorological and climatological problems.
To defi'ne the criteria which must be met by the i deal remote,
valbedb sensor, it is first necessary .to review various theoretical
aspects of solar radiation and albedo measurement. The sun has an
average surface temperature of approximately 5800°K, and the spectrum
of solar radiation is roughly approximated by the Plank's Law curve
of a blackbody source at the same temperature as modified by absorption
bands of gases both in the solar atmosphere and in the earth's atmos-
phere (Fleagle and Businger , 1963).
A working interval which encompasses roughly 98 percent of the
solar radiation emitted extends in a spectral band roughly from
200 nm to 3000 nm (Kondratyev, 1969). The precise spectral
characteristics of global (direct :plus diffuse) solar radiation
incident upon the earth's surface on a clear day are more restricted,
however, and are shown in Figure 1. When based upon wavelength, the
solar curve reaches its maximum value at 500 nm, and the total area
under the solar curve is proportional to the amount of solar
radiation incident on a surface. In the absence of cloud cover,
the relative spectral composition of the global or hemispheric
radiation upon a surface target is almost constant with respect to
time of day except at very low sun angles, and it varies only
s l i g h t l y with atmospheric turbidity (Robinson, 1966). The spectrally
selective attenuation by scattering of the direct solar beam as
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optical path length increases is closely compensated by the consequent
increase in diffuse shortwave solar radiation, and the curve which
results from the sum of direct plus di f fuse solar radiation is fair ly
constant. Thu|s a sensor which measures a speci f ied wavelength interval
wi th in the solar spectrum w i l l sense close to the same proportion of
the total solar curve regardless of the sun angle and atmospheric
turbidity. The curve for the di f fuse portion of the incoming solar
radiation (Curve c of Figure 1) has a different spectral composition
than does the curve for global or beam plus di f fuse solar radiation
(Curve a) wi th a maximum value sh i f ted to shorter wavelengths. Di f -
fuse solar radiation is richer in the shorter wavelengths of the
visual region and deficient in the near infrared, and surfaces w i th
pronounced spectral reflectance character ist ics may exhibit d j f ferent
albedos on an overcast day than on a clear day. Dirmhirn (1968)
demonstrates that substances w i th a high infrared reflectance w i l l
register lower albedos in infrared deficient dif fuse sunlight than
in the direct solar beam. For this reason it is preferable that
albedo measurements be made on clear days and that cloud shadows be
avoided.
PREVIOUS WORK RELATING TO PROJECT
The majori ty of albedo measurements reported in the 1 i terature
have been made w i t h stationary pyroelectr ic py ranometers.,' Such
pieas urements | general ly u t i l i ze both upward- and downward-facing ,
py ranometers {,. each measuring shortwave radiat ion incident over hemi-
spheric f ie ld of view. This method is convenient for ground measure-
ments of areal ly extens i ve and homogeneous surfaces but would have
l imi ted u t i l i ty for more complex surfaces such as an urban interface
measured from an airplane or other remote platform. Addi t ional ly ,
albedo measurements made at a f ixed s i te may not be representative
of the surface as a whole and the problem of extrapolating point
measurements is ever present. This problem is par t icu lar ly acute
for rough surfaces the cav i ty structures of which cause shadowing
that y ie lds an ef fect ive albedo for the overall surface less than
that which may be measured w i t h i n the interface. Thus a fol iated
forest usually has a lower albedo than a grassy surface, despite
the fact .that the individual leaf elements may have s im i la r ref lec-
tances. Airborne pyranometric measurements avoid many of the problems
which are inherent w i th a sensor used for point measurements w i th in
the interface, but the hemispheric f ie ld of v iew of an unmodified
pyranometer makes it inappropriate as an airborne sensor, especia l ly
where knowledge of the detai led pat tern of surface albedo var ia t ions
is desired.
Dirmhirn (19&8) evaluates the use of photoelectric s i l i con cel ls
to measure surface albedos. S i l i con cel ls are inexpensive, durable,
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and eas i ly cal ibrated but sample only kS percent of the solar spectrum
and y ie ld s l ight ly high albedo values for certain types of surfaces
such as vegetation and snow. Unmodified s i l icon cel ls measure radi-
ation over an entire hemisphere and like an hemispheric pyranometer
cannot be used to measure deta i led surface; a 1 bedo variation from
ai re raft. .
Kung, Bryson, and Lenschow (1964) conducted a series of albedo
measurements from a light a i rp lane instrumented w i th an hemispheric
upward-facing pyranometer and a downward-facing pyranometer the
ef fect ive beam w id th of which was l imited to k° by a downward-facing
parabolic reflector. Whereas stat ionary pyranometric measurements
y i e l d a discrete network of point albedo values, the method used by
Kung, Bryson, and Lenschow produces a l inear prof i le of f luctuating
albedo. This method, unl ike that using hemispheric pyranqmeters ,
permits determination pf detai led var iat ions in surface albedo along
the trace defined by the f l ight path of the a i rcraf t . Wh i le permitt ing
better analys is of detai led variat ion of albedo across a surface than
point measurements, the method produces only a one-dimensional trace
and consequently does not permit direct two-dimensional mapping of
albedo var iat ion. Although less than point pyranometric measurements,
the albedo prof i le technique s t i l l necessi tates extrapolation to
produce a map of albedo var ia t ion, and this l im i ta t ion is par t icu lar ly
(aggravated where the surface being sensed is a complex one.
, . \ i- ' ' ! . .
ALBEDO MEASUREMENT BY SPECTRALLY SELECTIVE SENSORS
The spectral composition of ref lected shortwave radiat ion is a
.function of the spectral composition of the incident solar radiat ion
and the spectral reflectance charac ter is t i cs of the ref lect ing
surface. General ized spectral reflectance curves of common surfaces
are d isp layed in Figure 2. Most non-vegetative surfaces ' exhib i t
l i t t le var ia t ion of reflectance for different wavelengths in the
visual band. This category includes many so i ls the spectral reflectance
curves of which are generally character ized by gradual monotonic
increases of reflectance w i th increasing wavelength, and some man-
made surfaces, such as cement and asphalt blacktop, where curves
often show even less var ia t ion w i th in the solar spectral domain than
those of most so i ls . Green vegetation presents markedly di f ferent
spectral reflectance curves. As seen in Figure 2, a vegetative
surface is character ized by ve.ry low reflectance in the visual range
(below 700 nm or .7 mic rons) , w i t h a small reflectance peak in the
green portion of the spectrum near 550 nm. In the near infrared
region above 700 nm, however, vegetation becomes highly ref lect ive,
and the spectral reflectance r ises from below .10 to as high as .80
for certain grassy surfaces (F r i t z , 1967). This plateau of high
reflectance is maintained unti l about 1^00 nm when the f i r s t of a
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series of strong absorption bands from water w i th in leaf structures
produces an osci l la t ing decline in spectral reflectances which con-
tinues over the remainder of the longer wavelengths of the solar
spectrum. A second common natural surface displaying marked
var iat ion w i th in the spectral range of solar input is snow,
characterized by high reflectance in the visual wavelengths, a
gradual decline in the near infrared, and a sharp reduction for
wavelengths greater than I'tOO nm.
: *
To determine the spectral composition of reflected solar
radiat ion, it is necessary to perform a wavelength-by-wavelength
mult ip l icat ion of the spectral solar radiation curve (Figure 1) by
the spectral reflectance curve (Figure 2) of the surface under
invest igat ion. Figure 3 i l l us t ra tes the results of such a com-
putation for two types of surfaces. The area under each of these
curves is proportional to the total solar radiation reflected by
the surface. The ratio of total reflected to total incident solar
radiat ion can
 (be found by graph ica l ly integrat ing both the solar
reflection curve and the original solar curve (Figure 1) and
div id ing the former by the latter. Surface albedo (A) can thus be
expressed as:
dX
where s^ is the spectral intensi ty of solar radiat ion, ' r.
is the spectra l ref lectance of the surface, and the integration is
performed over the ent i re wavelength range of solar radiat ion.
The albedo ( A | ) as measured by a radiometr ic instrument can be
expressed:
SA "A *A dA •
A! =
 f
 (E
^
 2)
where 3^ is the spectral sens i t i v i t y of the instrument and
integration is performed over the same wavelength interval as before,
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The curve of solar radiation and spectral reflectance of the surface
must be mu l t ip l ied by a th i rd curve, that of the spectral sens i t i v i t y
of the instrument. .The requirement for a useful instrument is that
the measured albedo be equal to the actual albedo, i.e., A| = A.
The ideal sensor would be one for which $A is constant over the
entire spectral range of solar radiat ion ,and f>x is 0 for all wave-
lengths larger or smal ler than the solar range. This ideal is most
closely approached by pyroelectr ic pyranometers which have a very
f la t spectral response to incident solar radiat ion.
Unlike pyroelectr ic pyranometers, spectral ly select ive instru-
ments are not equally sens i t i ve to all wavelengths of solar radiation
arid in many cases sense only a part of the ent i re solar spectrum.
Because a spectra l ly se lect ive sensor, such as a photographic
emulsion, measures only a sample of the incident solar radiat ion,, the
u t i l i t y of the sensor depends on how representat ive this sample is
of the entire solar range.
The problems inherent in working w i t h spectral ly select ive ,
sensors are exempl i f ied by the use of photoelectric cel ls to measure
albedo (Di rmhirn, 1968). The spectral s e n s i t i v i t i e s of s i l i con and
selenium ce l ls , two of the most commonly used photoelectric ce l l s ,
are given in Figure k. Selenium cel ls are sens i t i ve to radiat ion in
the v isual range only, w i th a maximum response at 550 nm. The range
of s e n s i t i v i t y qf a s i l i con cel l , on the; other hand, extends from ,
about 400 rim in the v isual range to almost 1100 nm in the near >
i nf rared w i th a maximum response at 800 nm (Internat ional Rect i f ier
Handbook, 1964). As mentioned above, global radiat ion on a cloudless
day has a very constant spectral d is t r ibut ion, and consequently both
a s i l i con cell and a selenium cell w i l l sense a constant proportion
of the solar curve. Both photoelectr ic cel ls can thus be used as
pyranometers wi th considerable accuracy. Under overcast condit ions,
v i r tua l l y all solar radiat ion incident on the ear th 's surface is
d i f fuse and def ic ient in infrared wave-lengths greater than 1200 nm
due to absorption by water droplets. Neither s i l i con nor selenium
cel ls are sens i t ive to these longer wavelengths, and cel ls cal ibrated
under clear sky condit ions tend to overestimate to a moderate degree
incident solar radiation on cloudy or overcast days.
The accuracy of photoelectric cel ls in sampling surface albedo
is pr imar i ly a function of the spectral reflectance of the surface
under invest igat ion. So!ar radiation reflected from a surface such
as concrete which has a re la t i ve ly f lat spectral reflectance curve
w i l l be sampled w i t h equa1 accuracy by either s i l i con or selenium
because reflectance in any d iscrete wavelength interval is represent-
at ive of the re f lec t iv i ty over the ent i re spectral range of solar
radiation. The albedo of surfaces where spectral reflectance
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increases monotonically can be measured quite accurately with a
silicon cell due to the fairly wide range of wavelengths to which
it responds. A selenium cell, however, would, tend .to underestimate
solar radiation reflected from such a surface, as a selenium cell
is sensitive only to a wavelength interval over which the spectral
reflectance of the surface would be at its lowest.
Green vegetation presents a special problem for spectrally
selective shortwave radiation sensors — a problem most significant
due to extensive plant cover on the earth's surface. As described
above, the spectral reflectance of green vegetation is characterized
by very low values for wavelengths from ^00 nm to 725 nm, moderate
to high for wavelengths from 725 nm to 1^00 nmj and a decline from
1*400 to 3000 nm. A selenium cell measures only the low reflectance
portion of the vegetation curve and grossly underestimates vegetative
albedo. In the curve of global radiation (Figure 1), 59 percent of
the available solar radiant energy occurs in the wavelength interval
below 725 nm, while 41 percent falls in the wavelength interval from
725 nm to 3000 nm. Thus 59 percent of the solar radiation incident
on green vegetation falls in a wavelength interval of low reflectance,
while 41 percent falls in the high reflectance portion of the
vegetation curve. To satisfactorily sample this reflected radiation,
a.sensor must likewise respond to the incident solar curve in such
a way that wavelengths shorter than 725 nm account for 59 percent of
the total instrument response, while those longer than 725 nm account
for the, remaining *»! percent of total instrument response. If a
sensor has a solar response to wavelengths below 725 nm which exceeds
the 59 percent of the total, then the instrument w i l l assign undue
weight to the portion of the vegetation curve with low reflectance,
producing an erroneously low albedo reading. Such is the case with
the selenium cell. S i m i l a r l y , instruments with responses to wave-
lengths greater than 725 nm which exceed the **1 percent of the total
w i l l tend to overestimate the albedo of a vegetative cover.
The response of a particular sensor to sunlight may be computed
by m u l t i p l y i n g the curve of incident global radiation (Figure 1) by
the curve of spectral sensitivity of the sensor (Figure 4). The
proportion of the effective sensor response f a l l i n g above and below
725 nm can be computed by graphically integrating the combined curve
1 i " •As seen in Curve e of Figure 2, the spectral reflectance of
green vegetation begins to rise at approximately 700 nm and starts
to level off at about 750 nm. The value of 725 nm was selected as
a cutoff point because it is located at the approximate'midpoint of
this vegetation reflectance rise.
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over these two wavelength intervals. If such a procedure is followed
for spectral sens i t i v i t y of a s i l i con cell , 60 percent of the effect ive
cell response to sunlight occurs for wavelengths below 725 nm, whi le
40 percent occurs for wavelengths greater than 725 nm. A s i l i con
cell thus measures a representative sample of solar radiation
reflected from green fo l iage and y ie lds reasonably accurate measure-
ments of vegetative albedo. However, s i l i con cel ls are not sens i t i ve
to wavelengths greater than 1100 nm and consequently cannot measure
the decline of vegetative reflectance that occurs at wavelengths
greater than 1,400 nm. This causes s i l icon cel ls to s l ight ly over-
estimate albedos of vegetative surfaces. Only 7 to 8 percent of
the total energy under the solar curve occurs in the interval from
1 400 nm to 3000 nm, however, which would produce a maximum over-
est imate of albedo of only about 2 percent for green plants.
Snow a lso presents d i f f i cu l t i es for a spectra l ly se lect ive
sensor. The maximum reflectance of snow occurs in the same spectral
region as the maximum sens i t iv i ty of a s i l i con cel l , but a sharp
decline in reflectance above 1400 nm occurs at wavelengths beyond
. the range of sensor response (see Curve a of Figure 2) and the
cel l wM 1 thus consis tent ly overestimate the albedo of a snow
cover, w i t h errors as high as 7 to 8 percent for freshly fal len
snow. To measure snow albedo sa t i s fac to r i l y , the sens i t i v i t y of a
spect ra l ly se lec t ive sensor should be weighted toward longer wave-
lengths. Such a correction, however, would only aggravate the
^ •p rob lem of vegetat ive albedo measurement.
. PHOTOGRAPHIC DETERMINATION .OF ALBEDO
In the photographic process, a l ight i'njage of vary ing radiant
intensity is projected onto a f i lm emulsion ;?and developed to produce
'a f i l m image of varying optical densi ty. The densi ty of the f i l m
image ideally is d i rec t ly proportional to the logarithm of the
exposure, the latter being a function of camera aperture, length of
exposure, and intensi ty of i 1 lummat ion i A target of high short-
wave radiant intensi ty w i l l produce an image w i t h high density (low
transrai ttance) on a negative transparency. Conversely, a lower
densi ty, higher transmittance image general ly represents a target
which is a less intense source of shortwave radiat ion. If it is
assumed that most surfaces are d i f fuse reflectors of shortwave
radiation, then the radiant intensi ty of a ground target is a
function sole ly of the target albedo, excluding surface light-
emit t ing sources such as f i res and incandescent l ighting. Thus a
spectral ly nonselective photographic emulsion should provide a
direct v isual record of surface albedo, w i th low density negative
image elements representing targets of low albedo and high density
representing high albedo targets on a negative transparency. Using
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such a hypothetical spectral ly nonselective emulsion, and wi th the
aid of cal ibrated ground targets and a transmission densitometer,
the photographic image ideally could be cal ibrated to y ie ld a
quant i tat ive map of surface albedo var iat ion.
Photographic emulsions, however, are not equally sensit ive to
all wavelengths of solar radiation. Like s i l icon and selenium cel ls,
photographic f i lms are spectra l ly select ive, sensing only a part of
the solar spectrum. Conventional panchromatic black and white
f i lms are sens i t ive only to wavelengths in the v isual range and do
not record any wavelengths greater than about 700 nm. Figure 5a
depicts the spectral sens i t i v i t y curve of Kodak P lus -X (Aerographic
2401) f i l m the 35 mm version of which was used in this study. This
f i lm exhibits moderately uniform sens i t i v i t y over the v isual range,
but the sens i t i v i t y drops abruptly at 700 nm. The l imitat ions for
use of such a ' f i lm in an albedo study are the same as those for a
selenium cell . W h i l e y ie ld ing sat is fac tory results in measuring
albedos of surfaces such as concrete or certain so i l s , P lus -X f i lm
would not record the near-infrared reflectance r ise of green
vegetation. For fol iage, such f i lms would greatly underestimate
vegetative albedo by yielding misleading lowi negative densit ies.
Snow and.clouds, on the other hand, would produce overly dense
negative images of ground targets, conducive! to albedo est imates
.which would be too high.
, To record accurately albedos of green vegetation, a f i lm must
be sens i t i ve in the near- infrared in order to record the r ise of
vegetation spectral ref lectance above 725 nm. Var ious color and
black and whi te f i l m coatings are ava i lab le which are sens i t i ve to
wavelengths greater than 700 nm. The infrared f i l m used in this
invest igat ion was Kodak High Speed Infrared F i l m 2481 (Estar Base) ,
the spectral s e n s i t i v i t y of which is shown in Figure 5b. Black and
whi te infrared f i lm has two s e n s i t i v i t y peaks. Maximum s e n s i t i v i t i e s
occur at wavelengths near 800 nm and 400 nm, w i t h a minimum
sens i t i v i t y at 525 nm. It is not sens i t ive to wavelengths greater
than 900 nm and, l ike a s i l i con eel 1., cannot record the decline of
spectral reflectance above 1400 nm, cha rac te r i s t i c of snow and green
vegetat ion.
Addi t ional factors which must be considered are the spectral
t ransmit tance of the camera lens and of any aux i l ia ry f i l te r used.
The transmittance var iat ion of a camera lens is negl igible w i t h i n
the realm of f i lm sens i t i v i t y , but the transmittance curves of
auxi l iary f i1ters (Figure 6) must be carefully considered in
photographic albedo determination. The albedo (Ap) as measured
by a photographic sensor may thus be expressed mathematical ly as
fo l lows:
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/SX rX fAA = A A A
P r
 f ,
where f\ is1 the spectral sens i t i v i t y of the f i l m emulsion and
t\l . . . t^r,| are the spectral transmi ttances of n auxi l iary
f i Iters.
Several di f ferent photographic methods of albedo determination
were invest igated which included both mul t ispectra1 imagery and
"single-shot" photos.
A. Mul t ispectra l Approach
Two mul t ispect ra l methods were tr ied, each u t i l i z ing 35 mm
versions of both P lus -X and B/W Infrared 2^81 f i lms w i th various
aux i l i a ry f i l t e r s . The f i r s t of these methods dist inguished two
spectral bands: the visual region, using Plus-X film, and the
near- infrared, using IR 2^81 f i lm. Black and whi te infrared f i l m
is sens i t i ve in the v isua l wavelengths as we 11 as the near- infra red,
but below 700 nm for IR 2481 the s e n s i t i v i t y is far from uniform.
For this reason1, P lus-X was used for the v isua l region.
The IR 2481 was f i l t e red w i t h an 89B Wrat ten f i l t e r in order
to remove all wavelengths shorter than 700 nm to prevent overlap
of the two spectral bands used ( f igure 6 f ) . A Wrat ten 15 (G) f i l ter
was used wi th the Plus-X f i lm to remove wavelengths shorter than
500 nm. (Figure 6b). Sky luminance caused'by Ray lei gh scat ter ing
is greatest for short wavelengths, and the use of a Wratten 15
f i l ter e l iminates much of the luminance encountered when taking
aerial photographs. Simultaneous photography of the same object
w i t h the two f i l m and f i l ter combinations w i l l y ie ld an average
reflectance for the v isual range computed from the P lus-X imagery,
and an average reflectance for the near- infrared, computed from the
IR 2^81 imagery.
The area under the solar curve below 700 nm^ encompasses
approximately 57 percent of the total solar energy, w i th *»3 percent
of the total area found for wavelengths above 700 nm. The albedo
of a surface could thus be computed using the fo l lowing equation:
2
This shift from a 725 nm spectral dividing point is 'necessitated
by the s e n s i t i v i t y decline of panchromatic f i lm. .
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A = 0.57 RV + 0.43 R |R (Eq. 4)
iwhere R is the average v isual reflectance computed from the Plus-X
f i l m wi.th Wratten 15 f i l ter , and R|R is the average near-infrared.
This equation does not take into account the decl ine in spectral
reflectance of green vegetation at wavelengths greater than 1400 nm
and tends to overestimate vegetat ive albedos. However, the spectral
realm above 1400 nm accounts for about 7 percent of the total
incident solar radiat ion, an albedo error which can be compensated
for by assigning an increased weight to the low reflectance portion
of the vegetat ive reflectance curve below 700 nm. A more sat is factory
empir ica l equation would appear to be:
A = 0.60 R.. + 0.4t) R._ . (Eq. 5)
V IK
This second equation does not s ign i f i can t l y a l ter albedos computed
for surfaces w i th constant or monotonical1y increasing reflectance
and it generates vegetat ive albedos which are in very close accord
w i t h pyranometric measurements.
The second mul t ispect ra l approach invest igated u t i l i zed three
spectral bands. Like the previous method, B/W IR F i l m 2481 was
used w i th Wratten 89B f i l te r for the near- infrared. P lus-X was
used for the v isual portion of the sol ar, spectrum and two spectral
bands wi th in the v isual range were di f ferent iated. The f i r s t
v isual band was that from 500 nm to 600 nm, isolated by using a
Wratten 58 f i l te r (Figure 6d). The second band extended from 600
nm to 700 nm and was obtained by using a Wratten 25 f i l t e r (Figure
6e). As in the f i r s t method, to min im ize extraneous shortwave
radiat ion resul t ing from Rayle igh scat ter ing, wavelengths less than
500 nm were not recorded photographically. These three f i l te rs , the
Wratten 25, 58, and 89B, are espec ia l l y s ign i f i cant because they
correspond to the three spectral bands which w i l l be in use on the
Earth Resources Technology Sa te l l i t es (ERTS-A and B) to be launched
in 1972 and 1973-
W i t h i n the v isual wavelength interval sensed by the Plus-X
f i lm, 56 percent of the solar energy fa l ls between 500 nm and 600
nm wh i le the 600 nm to 700 nm spectral band accounts for the
remaining 44 percent. If a weight ing factor of .60 is assumed for
the v isua l region, as was the case for the f i r s t mult ispectral
method, then the resul t ing equation for computing albedo becomes:
A = .335 R, + .265 R£ + .400 R|R (Eq. 6)
where R. is the average reflectance for 500 nm to 600 nm, as computed
from Plus-X f i lm w i th Wratten 58 f i l t e r , R2' is the average ref lectance
for 600 nm to 700 nm, computed from Plus-X f i l m w i t h Wratten 25
f i l ter , and R|R is the average reflectance for 700 nm to 900 nm,
computed from IR 2^81 F i lm w i t h Wrat ten 89B f i l t e r . Th is equation,
l ike the preceding equation, compensates for the vegetation
reflectance decline above 1400 nm by assigning 6 percent more
weight to the portion of the reflectance curve below 700 nm. In
this respect, the photographic method of albedo determination is
more f1exi ble than measuremen t of albedo w i th a s i l i con ce11 , as
photoelectr ic cel ls do not permit adjustment to compensate for
vegetat ive ref lectance character is t ics ' .
B. Single-Shot Approach
Because black and whi te in f rared f i lm is sens i t i ve to both
v isua l and near—infrared wavelengths, the f e a s i b i l i t y of computing
surface albedos from a s ing le photograph was invest igated. A
"single-shot" system would great ly f ac i l i t a te d i rect mapping of
surface albedo var ia t ion from aer ia l imagery. An albedo map could
be produced d i rec t ly from such a photograph using a ca l ibrated
dens i tome ter. In the two mul t i spectral procedures it was'; poss ib le
to ass ign the appropriate we ight ing factors for each spectral band
af ter the photographs were taken. This is not possib le w i t h a
single-shot method where the we igh t ing must be incorporated in the
photographic process i t se l f . As mentioned above, this weight ing
i s ^ m o s t crucial for green vegetat ion, w i t h i ts low ref lectance in
the v i sua l realm and moderate to high ref lectance for longer wave-
lengths. In the incident solar radiat ion curve, 59 percent of the
solar energy fa l ls below 725 nm and ^1 percent above. For an
accurate measurement of vegeta t ive albedo, the solar curve as
sensed by the s ingle-shot photographic system must s t raddle the
725 nm vegetation reflectance r ise, w i t h approximately 60 percent
of the area under the solar response curve fa l l i ng below 725 nm.
These are the same c r i t e r i a met by s i l i con cel l pyranometers as
mentioned above. A s ' i n the case of the s i l i con ce l l , the above
percentages do not take into consideration the vegetation reflectance
decline for the 6 percent of the solar spectrum lying above ]kOO nm.
Consequently compensation for this decline by ass ign ing 6 percent
more weight to the low reflectance portion of the solar spectrum
would y ie ld we igh t ing percentages of 63 percent below and 37 percent
above 725 nm.
Black and wh i te in f rared f i lm, unlike P l u s - X f i lm , has a
s e n s i t i v i t y curve which peaks in the infrared at 815 nm (Figure 5)-
Below 500 nm, the f i l m sens i t i v i t y r ises very sharply to a maximum
at ^00 nm which is several times the sens i t i v i t y at ,815 nm. Because
of this shortwave s e n s i t i v i t y , the portion of the s e n s i t i v i t y curve
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below 500 nm cannot be used and must be removed by using a minus-
blue filter such as a Wratten 15- If the sensitivity curve of
black and white infrared f i l m is m u l t i p l i e d by the solar curve to
obtain the solar response curve of the fi l m , the 815 nm sensitivity
peak is s t i l l quite apparent (Figure 7a) . If the solar response
curve is integrated graphically, neglecting the extreme response
below 500 nm, only 46 percent of the area under the curve represents
wavelengths less than 725 nm, while 54 percent of the total solar
response of the f i l m occurs for wavelengths exceeding 725 nm.
Because of the high sensitivity of black and white infrared film
between 700 nm and 900 nm, its solar response is far too great in
the near-infrared and too small in the visual region to yield
accurate pyranometric results. Vegetation photographed on black
and white infrared f i l m would record erroneously high albedos.
To provide a workable single-shot method of albedo determination
it is necessary to reduce the effective sensitivity of black and
white infrared f i l m in desired spectral domains by using auxiliary ^
filters which w i l l selectively reduce the ' intensity of the infrared
wavelength incident on the f i l m . Such a fil t e r must be characterized
by high transmittance in the visual range with decreasing transmittance
as wavelength increases. Most dye photographic filters have precisely
opposite characteristics, i.e. h igh transmittance in the near-
infrared. A f i l t e r with the desired infrared-absorbing characteristics
is the Corning 3966 glass filter (Figure 6g):. This filter is avail-
able in various thicknesses to obtain varying degrees of infrared
absorptance. 'Unfortunately, the Corning filters could not be
secured in sufficient time to permit the completion of this
investigation. A sample of Pittsburgh 2043 Heat Absorbing Plate
Glass was tested, however, and was found to have spectral transmittance
characteristics v i r t u a l l y identical to those of the Corning 3966,
fi l t e r . Consequently, the Pittsburgh 2043 Glass was used through-
out the investigation and was assumed to be interchangeable with
the Corn ing 3966 f i 1 ter.
The effective spectral s e n s i t i v i t y of the IR F i l m 2481 as
modified by an infrared-absorbing filter can be computed by
m u l t i p l y i n g the f i l m spectral sensitivity first by the solar curve
(Curve a of Figure 1) to yield Figure 7a, then by the spectral
transmittance of the C3966 f i l t e r to produce the modified sensitivity
curve shown in Figure 7b. The 815 nm sensitivity peak is s t i l l
present but less pronounced, and the entire curve is flatter than
the curve for IR 2481 f i l m alone. The sensitivity curve for f i l m
plus f i l t e r differs considerably from that for f i l m alone. For
the unfiltered film, the maximum response under solar illumination
occurs at 815 nm, a direct reflection of the f i l m sensitivity. For
the filtered f i l m , however, the maximum response is shifted to 625 nm
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and the curve bears an increased resemblance to the original soTar
curve.
Although the C3966 filter produces'the desired decrease in
infrared sensitivity of the IR 2481 film, i.t does not eliminate the
rapid rise in sensitivity of the f i l m for wavelengths less than
500 nm. Additional filtration is necessary to remove all wave-
lengths below 500 nm. Several Wratten filters are available which
are opaque for this wavelength interval, and these differ only in
the wavelength at which this cutoff occurs. Thus it is possible
to trim the lower portion of the solar response curve in order to
achieve the proper weighting of the visual and infrared spectral
regions. Filters, such as a Wratten 16 with a high cutoff (520 nm) ,
w i l l tend to decrease the percentage of the integrated solar
response f a l l i n g below 725 nm, while a f i l t e r with a lower wave-
length cutoff, such as a Wratten 8 (cutoff 460 nm), w i l l increase
the percentage of the solar response f a l l i n g in this low vegetative
reflectance po.rtion of the solar spectrum. Table I summarizes the
characteristic's of solar response curves obtained using various
fil t e r combinations with black and white infrared F i l m 2481:
TABLE I
Percentage of Total Solar Response Occurr ing for Wavelengths
i ;l Less than 725 nm Greater than '725 nm
Or
IR
IR
Si
i g i n a l solar curve
Fi 1m 2*481 + Wratten 15
F i l m 2481 + C3966 plus
Wratten 8
Wratten 12
Wratten 15
Wratten 16
1 i con ce 1 1
59.4
45.8
65.1
61.8
61.1
59.9
59.9
40.6
54.2
34.9
38.2
38.9
40.1
40.1
The transmittance curves of these f i l te rs are given in Figure
6, and solar response curves obtained using these f i l te rs are shown
in Figure 8. As shown in the table, the spectral balance of the
si l icon cell is most closely matched by using IR Fi lm 2481 wi th •
both a C3966 f i l te r and a Wratten 16 f i l te r .
Such a balance, however, y ie lds s l ight ly high albedo values
for vegetation. The. response of th is part icular f i lm- f i l te r
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combination to the vegetation curve (e) of Figure 2 is shown as
Curve f of Figure 8. This is obtained by m u l t i p l y i n g together
the solar, the vegetation reflectance, and the f i l m sensitivity
curves with the transmittance curves of the C3966 and Wratten 16
filters. If the curve that results is graphically integrated and then
divided by the integrated solar response for the same film-filter
combination, the albedo as measured by the photographic system can
be computed. The actual albedo is obtained from Figure 3 by
computing the ratio of the area under the vegetation reflection curve
to the area under the solar curve. If the above operations are
carried out, it can be seen that the albedo as sensed by the film
system would b'e approximately 2 percent higher than the actual albedo.
.To achieve the proper f i l m sensitivity balance for recording vegetation
albedos, it is necessary to increase s l i g h t l y the visual range of
the f i l m by us'ing filters with high transmi ttance ranges which
extend to s l i g h t l y shorter wavelengths than the Wratten 16 filter.
Table I indicates that the optimum percentage weighting would seem
to occur with -a Wratten 8 filter. Examination of the solar response
curve obtained using the Wratten 8 filter (Curve b of Figure 8)
reveals, however, that this balance is achieved by inclusion of
part of the f i l m sensitivity which begins below 500 nm. Wratten
12 and 15 filters provide compromises. They eliminate the shortwave
sensitivity spike of black and white infrared f i l m , but they would
tend to s l i g h t l y overestimate vegetation albedos.
The problem of increasing the percentage weighting of wavelengths
below 725 nm without including the 500 nm f i l m sensitivity rise may
be resolved by further decreasing f i l m response in the infrared
region through additional filtration. Figure 9 illustrates the
spectral sensitivity curves which result when additional C3966
filters are used with 2^81 black and white infrared, fi 1m. A single
C3966 f i l t e r attenuates the infrared somewhat (Curve a), but the
maximum sensitivity s t i l l occurs at 815 nm. Two 3966 filters
(Curve c) used together attenuate the infrared more than is desirable,
producing too strong a peak sensitivity at 615 nm. Use of a 1.5
Corning 3966 fi l t e r (Curve b), however, would produce a spectral
sensitivity curve which is f a i r l y flat, with small maximums at 630
nm, 720 nm, and 800 nm. In contrast to a C3966 filter alone, a 1.5
C3966 filter would permit a sufficiently high weighting factor for
wavelengths below 725 nm without encountering the 500 hm film
sensitivity rise. A filter such as a Wratten 15 (cutoff 510 mn) can ,
be used to remove all wavelengths below 500 nm, while appropriate
color compensation filters, such as a CC10B, may be used to achieve
the proper visual ,,infrared weighting balance. Because the 1.5 Corning
3966 filter could not be obtained for. this investigation, the above
approach could not be tested, but this filter would be expected to
yield satisfactory albedos for most surfaces and to only sl i g h t l y
overestimate albedos of green vegetation.
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SENSITOMETRIC CALIBRATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC FILMS
In order to produce numerical values of albedo from a photo-
graphic image it is necessary to assign to every value of photographic
opt ical density a corresponding value for surface albedo. The densi ty
of a photographic image is a function of exposure, and for any given
photographic emulsion w i t h spec i f ied processing condit ions, this
function may be expressed by a character is t ic curve plotted on a
Density-Log Exposure diagram, a D Log A diagram in th is case (Figure
10).
Over most of the sens i tometr ic range of a given emulsion,
opt ical densi ty (D) of a photographic image is d i r ec t l y proportional
I to the logarithm of the exposure ( E ) , but for very low and very
high E values, this re lat ionship becomes non-l inear, producing an
S-shaped character is t ic curve.
The exposure (E) produced on a photographic emulsion by a
d i f fuse ly re f lec t ing target i l luminated by solar radiat ion can
be expressed as':
, . E = c I A t (Eq. 7)
where c is a function of camera aperture and f i l t e r transmittance,
I is the i l l u m i n a t i o n of the target by incident solar .radiation,
A is the albedo of the target, and t; is the length of exposure
Vshutter speed). For specified f i l t r a t i o n , camera aperture,
shutter speed, and solar illuminance, the exposure (E) w i l l be a
linear function of only the albedo (A). Thus it is possible to
substitute Log A for Log E as the sbcissa variable, and, over the
linear portion of the f i l m characteristic curve, image density w i l l
be directly proportional to the logarithm of the target albedo.
Changes of aperture, exposure time, f i l t r a t i o n , or solar i l l u m i n a t i o n
w i l l produce a shifting of the characteristic curve along the
abcissa of this D Log A diagram but would not change its shape,
thus producing a series of congruent characteristic curves displaced
from the original curve along the Log A axis. If the appropriate
characteristic curve is then known, it is possible to convert a
given value of image density directly to a corresponding albedo.
The inconvenience of constructing a series of congruent
characteristic curves can be eliminated by using a movable Log A
axis. Rather than using a fixed Log A scale with a characteristic
curve successively displaced along the abcissa, this latter method
uses a fixed characteristic curve and a Log A scale which can be
moved along the abcissa to correspond to any given conditions of
i l l u m i n a t i o n and exposure time. To find the appropriate position
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of the Log A scale for an indiv idual photograph w i t h known
character is t ic curve, it is necessary that one target of known
albedo (A^) be present in the photograph. The opt ica l density of
this ca l ibra t ion target (D t) can be measured from the photograph,
and the Log A scale is located such that the value (A t ) on the
scale fa l l s immediately below that point on the charac ter is t i c
curve at which the opt ica l densi ty is equal to the target density
(Df ) . The Log A scale as so f ixed can then be used to obtain
albedos of objects in the photograph d i rec t l y from the measured
dens i t ies of their respective photographic images. Because solar
i l luminat ion, camera aperture, f i l t ra t ion , and shutter speed w i l l
general ly vary from photograph to photograph, the posit ion of the
Log A scale in general w i l l l i kewise vary, necess i ta t ing the
inclusion of at least one ca l ib ra ted target in each photograph.
The alb.edo of common ter rest r ia l sur faces var ies from values
as low as 2 percent for a water body to as high as 80 to 85 percent
for f reshly fa l len snow. To insure the general app l i cab i l i t y of a
photographic albedo-measurement system, it should be capable of
accurately recording such albedo d i f fe rences. A necessary condition
for such a system is that the entire range of albedo var iat ion
found on a photograph should fa l l on the l inear portion of the f i lm
charac ter is t ic curve. This can be accomplished by reducing f i lm
contrast (i.e. by reducing the slope of the l inear portion of the
character is t ic curve) to include as wide a range of albedos as
poss ib le w i th in the given dens i ty range of a f i lm . F i lm contrast
is a function of f i lm emulsion and the processing parameters--type
of developer used, length of development t ime, and temperature of
developer. Contrast on a given emulsion can be reduced by using a
low-contrast developer and short development t ime. Examples of
typical character is t ic curves which result are shown in Figure 10.
Because of its greater densi ty range, Kodak P J u s - X f i l m is
capable of recording w ide albedo ranges on the l inear portion of
its character is t ic curve. As shown by Fig'ure 10, albedo var ia t ions
of 1 percent to 100 percent can be recorded without encountering
the two non-linear port ions of the ext remi t ies of the character is t ic
curve. IR 2k8\ F i lm has a more restr ic ted range of dens i t ies and
is capable of recording a range of albedos from k percent to 90
percent on the l inear port ion of the curve.
The increase in range of measurable albedos by reducing
contrast was gained at the expense of accuracy of conversion from
an image opt ical densi ty to a surface albedo. Because of the
reduced slope of the character is t ic curve, smal l densi ty ranges
encompass re la t ive ly large ranges in target albedo. Thus a small
error of density measurement would be magni f ied when converted to
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a corresponding albedo using the D Log A diagram. This problem
becomes especia l ly acute for high albedo targets because of the
logari thmic nature of the albedo axis. For example, a density
difference of 0.10 on Plus-X f i lm would reflect an albedo di f-
ference of only 1 percent at the lower end of the Log A scale, but
for a high: albedo target, the same density dif ference could represent
an albedo difference of almost 30 percent. In the absence of ice
or snow cover, high albedo surfaces are very uncommon. If it is
known beforehand that snow or other highly ref lect ive surfaces w i l l
not be encountered on a part icular experimental m iss ion , then it
would be pbssible to increase f i lm contrast and increase the slope
of the character ist ic curve, thereby increasing the accuracy of
albedo determination over the more l imi ted albedo range. A photo-
graphic albedo measurement system can thus be adapted to meet the '
spec i f i c requirements of d i f fe r ing experimental s i tua t ions. i
i
PROGRAM OR EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
i
Four d i f ferent surfaces were selected to test the photographic
methods mentioned above: 1) asphalt pavement, a low-albedo surface
.w i th 1 i t t le var iat ion in spectral ref lectance; 2) bare so i l ,
p r imar i l y decomposed granite, a medium-albedo surface w i th
monotonically increasing spectral reflectance; 3) smooth-surfaced
concrete s lab, a surface w i th moderately high albedo and re la t ive ly
constant spectral reflectance; and k) a ^dichondra lawn, a surface
wi th moderate!y low albedo and pronounced spectral reflectance ;
d i f ferences between the v isua l and near- infrared spectral bands.
The dichondra comprised a "miniature" vegetation sample w i th both
we l l i l luminated leaf surfaces and shadow areas. All sample
surfaces, when viewed on a mic ro -cca le , presented shadow fract ions
typ ica l of larger targets.
To ensure that the an t i c ipa ted range of albedos to be measured
would fa l l on the l inear portion of the charac te r i s t i c (D. Log E
or D Log A) curve, it was necessary that a standardized method of
determining camera exposure be used. For a given f i l m character is t ic
curve, underexposure would sh i f t the movable Log A axis to the le f t ,
increasing the poss ib i l i t y of d i sp lac ing a desired albedo value
onto the nonlinear "toe" of the curve.- S i m i l a r l y , overexposure
would d isp lace the Log A ax is to the r ight, increasing the 1ike1ihood
of encountering the nonlinear "shoulder" of the character is t ic curve.
To avoid such d i f f i c u l t i e s , exposures were measured w i th an exposure
meter using a standard 18 percent ref lectance photographic gray
card. For each f i lm- f i l t e r combination, ASA numbers were empi r i ca l l y
determined so that an albedo range of at least k to 90 percent would
fal l on the l inear portion of the respective D Log A curves. Table
II l i s t s the ASA number for each f i lm- f i l te r combination used in
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this study, plus the approximate wavelength interval sensed by
each combination.
TABLE I I
Film-Filter Combinations Used in the Inquiry
..., _ c - i ^ ACA M u Wavelength Interval
F. lmType Fil ters ASA Number Recorded (nm)
IR 2481
IR 2481
Plus-X
Wratten 89B
Corning 3966* and
Wratten 12
Wratten 15
Wratten 16
Wratten 15
Wratten 58
Wratten 25
'" 40
32
. '32
25
40
8
16
700-930
500-930
510-930
525-930
510-700
500-580
590-700
*Pittsburgh 2043, 1/4 inch plate glass was used which has a
transmittance curve close to Corning 3966^
It would also be possible to take exposures using a benind-the-lens
exposure meter focused on the gray card. In such a case, best
results can be obtained by using an ASA setting of 80 for the IR
2481 film (except with 89B f i l ter) and ASA 125 for Plus-X. The
behind-the-lens meter w i l l automatically compensate for subsequent
fi ltration. A behind-the-lens meter cannot be used with the Wratten
898 fi lter because this f i l ter is v isual ly opaque to wavelengths to
which the meter is sensitive. Exposures for this f i l ter must all
be made using the above table and an unfiltered light meter.
Characteristic (D Log A) curves w i l t vary slightly for each
roll of f i lm ar\d thus a separate curve must be determined for each
roll. This was accomplished by photographing a calibrated gray
scale at the beginning of each roll, the-reflectances of each step
in the scale having been measured beforehand.3 By plotting these
The gray scale used should be spectrally neutral throughout the
range of f i lm sensit iv i ty, i.e. 400-900 nm. A gray wedge constructed
as a photographic print, although used, was found to be less than
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known reflectance values versus the corresponding opt icaT dens i t ies
for each step on the resulting photographic image of the gray scale,
a characterist ic curve for each roll of f i lm can be plotted.
Each test surface was photographed at least twice wi th each
f ilm-fi 1 ter comb ination . In order that sky luminance due to
scattering would not be encountered as in actual aerial photography,
the test surfaces were photographed vert ical ly from a height of
approximately three feet. A Kodak 18 percent reflectance gray card
was included in each photograph as a cal ibrat ion target to permit
location of the s l id ing Log A scale as described in the previous
section. It is important that specular reflection be avoided on
this gray card as it produces an erroneously high ref lect iv i ty ,
yielding, by comparison, erroneously low-albedo values for the
adjacent test surfaces. As a standard for comparison, the albedo
of each test surface was measured us ing a pyroelectric hemispheric
Kahlsico Star Pyranometer. In addit ion, the spectral reflectance
of each surface was measured over the interval 380 nm to 1550 nm
using an I SCO Spectroradiometer. The curves so obtained are shown
in Figure 11.
Exposed f i lms were processed in Kodak Microdol-XDeveloper at
the minimum recommended development time to minimize contrast. The
Black and White IR 2^81 f i lm was developed for 9-1/2 minutes; the
Plus -X f i lm for six minutes. Examples of photographs from the
test sequence taken over the dichondra surface are shown in Figure
12.- . . ' . • ' . ' . ' . ' • ' ' '
The developed negatives were analyzed directly using a Macbeth
Quantalog Transmission Densitometer wi th a one mi 11imeter aperture.
For each photograph, the density of the Kodak 18 percent gray card
was measured to fix the position of the Log A scale for the
characterist ic curve of the-ro l l ;o f f i lm in question. The average
optical density of the photographic image of the surface for which
the albedo was being determined was derived by taking a number of
optical density measurements of the surface on the negative and
computing a mean value. This mean optical density of the test
sat isfactory in this regard. The ref lect iv i t ies of discrete steps
were riot consistent when measured in different spectral bands.
High and low extremes increased in ref lect iv i ty w i t h wavelength
whereas intermediate steps decreased. 11 was necessary, therefore
to evaluate the densit ies measured from the test photos of the
wedge according to the spectral waveband being used. It was also
necessary to exercise care to avoid specular reflection from the
photographic paper of the wedge. ..
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surface was then located on the characteristic curve of that f i lm
roll and the corresponding surface albedo read off directly on the
temporarily fixed Log A scale. Because the optical density of the
Kodak 18 percent reflectance gray card varied from photograph to
photograph, the position of the Log A scale likewise varied.
EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS
The experimental results obtained are summarized in Table III.
Included are the single-shot methods (e. g. IR 2481 f i lm with Corning
3966 filter and Wratten f i l ters 12, '15, and 16); the average
reflectance for selected discrete spectral bands (Plus-X wi th
Wratten 15, 58, and 25 f i l ters; IR 2481 ' f i lm with Wratten 89B f i l ter);
and the results of combining the distrete wavebands into the two
multispectral approaches, using the formulas described earlier.
i •
For the low-albedo asphalt surface', al 1 methods produced
albedos within 1 percent of the value measured by the pyranometer,
and the total range of values obtained was only 1.5 percent. The
greatest range of values occurred for the single-shot methods using
IR 2481 film, the Corning 3966 filter, and the three selected
Wratten filters. The slight differences in cutoff wavelengths of
the Wratten 12, 15, and 16 f i l ters appeared to be insignificant
compared to the magnitude of experimental error. Both multispectral
approaches produced values within 0.5 percent of the pyranometric
reading. The single-band photographs are sensit ive enough to
record slight changes of spectral reflectance. The spectral
reflectance curve of the asphalt (Figure Ha) reveals an approximately
monotonic increase of spectral reflectance from 500 to 900 nm; This
monotonic increase also is evident in Table III which exhibits an
average 500-600 nm reflectance (Plus-X wi th 58 f i l ter) of 9.0 per-
cent, an average 600 to 700 nm reflectance (Plus-X wi th 25 fi lter)
of 12.1 percent, and an average 700-900 nm reflectance (IR 2481
with 89B fi lter) of 16.9 percent.
The photographical ly determined albedos for bare soil vary
more widely than for the low-albedo asphalt surface. All measure-
ments are wi th in 2.0 percent of the pyranometer reading of 27.3
percent, and the total range of values is 4.0 percent. The single-
shot approaches st i l l exhibit the greatest range in values, whereas
the two multispectral methods are in very close agreement wi th each
other, though somewhat lower than the pyranometer reading. The
sharp monotonic increase of spectral reflectance of the soil (Figure
lib) is reflected in the photographic spectral bands: an average
reflectance of 16.0 percent for the 500-600 nm photographic spectral
band, 22.0 percent for the 600-700 nm band, and 35.0 percent for
the 700-900 nm band.
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TABLE I I I
Surface Albedo (%) As
Measured by Various Photographic Methods
A. Single-Shot Method
I R 2481 F i l m
S i te
Asphal t
Soil
Concrete
Dichondra
Star
Pyranometer
13.2
27.3
39-5
21.4
Corning 3966
& W rat ten 12
13.6
26.0
47.6
29.5
Corning 3966
& Wratten 15
14.3
29.2
34.3
28.7
Corning 3966
6 Wratten 16
13.9
28.2
39.5
24,6
B. By Discrete Wavebands
Site
Asphalt
Soil
Concrete
Dichondra
,.
Wratten 15
9.9
18.6
44>2
6.1
Plus-X Film
Wratten 58
9.0
16.0
47.8
6.6
Wratten 25
12.1
22.0
45.3 ' ,
' .4.6
IR 2481 Fi lm
Wratten 89B
16.9
35.0
34.1
44.8
C, Multispectral- Approaches
Site
Plus-X F i1m (Wratten 15)
IR 2481 Fi1m (Wratten 89B)
Plus-X F i lm (Wratten .58,25)
IR 2481 Film (Wratten 89B)
Asphal t
So i 1
Concrete
Dichondra
12.7
25.2
40.1
21.5
13.0
25.2
41.5
21.3
The greatest deviation from the pyranometric albedo measurement
occurs for the concrete surface. The single-shot approaches produce
values which vary as much as 8.1 percent from the pyranometer value
of 39-5 percent. The mult ispectral approaches are in much closer
agreement, varying a maximum of 2.0 percent from the pyranometer ;
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readlng. The spectral reflectance curve of the concrete (Figure lie)
reaches its maximum value in the visual range (550 to 610 nm) and
agradually declines into the near- infrared. Again, this trend is
also reflected in the photograph ic spectral bands, which produced
average reflectances of ^7.8 percent in the 500 to 600 nm band, A5.3
percent in the 600 to 700 nm band, and 35.0 percent in the 700 to
900 nm band. ','.
The decline in accuracy of albedo determination for higher
albedos was anticipated. The logarithmic nature of the Log A axis
magnifies experimental error for higher albedos. If no extreme
values of albedo were anticipated, accuracy in these intermediate
ranges of albedo could be improved by increasing negative contrast
through an increased development time. The increased slope of the
characteristic curve would increase accuracy of albedo determination
at the expense of restricting the range of, albedo values falling on
the linear portion of the curve.
Again as anticipated, the single-shot methods overestimated the
albedo of the dichondra surface, and photographically determined
values were as much as 8.) percent greater -than the pyranometer value
of 21. k percent. As mentioned above, this ove rest! mat ion occurs
because a single Corning 3966 f i l ter does not provide enough near-
infrared attenuation to balance the high- and low- reflectance portions
of the vegetation reflectance curve. The mult ispectral approaches
provided much more satisfactory results, with, albedo values within
0.5 percent of the pyranometric value. Figure lid reveals the great
spectral selectivity of the dichondra reflectance curve, with very
Jow values below 700 nm and very high values above 750 nm. This
spectral selectivity is~also apparent in Table III. The photo-
graphically determined reflectances show the green rise in the 500
to 600 nm band (6.6%), with a reflectance decrease in the 600 to 700
nm band (k.6%) , and a rapid rise in the near- infrared 700-900 nm
band
The most consistent results were produced by the two multi-
spectral approaches. Both provided albedo values in very close
accord wi th those produced by a standard pyranometer. The multi-
spectral methods were the only methods which yielded satisfactory
albedo values for green vegetation. The maximum deviation of the
mul tispectral albedo values from the pyranometer values was for
bare soil — both mul tispectral methods underestimated surface albedo
by 2 percent.
Although the single-shot approaches produced albedo values which
varied more from the pyranometer readings than did the multispectral
techniques, the single-shot techniques yielded quite satisfactory
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results for low- and medium-albedo mineral surfaces but produced
deviations of up to 8 percent for high-,albedo mineral surfaces and
for green vegetation. Errors in determining high albedos can be
reduced by increasing f i lm cpntrast, an'd errors in determining
albedos of green vegetation can be redu'ced by f i l t rat ion to further
attenuate the near-infrared (e.g. a .1.5'?C3966 f i l ter, as mentioned
above). There did not appear to be any neons istent difference
produced by variation In shortwave cutoff wavelengths of the three
different Wratten f i l ters used. In all '/cases-, such a difference,
if any, was obscured by experimental error.
AVENUES OF FUTURE INQUIRY
In order to make a photographic albedo measuring system fully
operational as a remote sensor, several secondary problems await
resolution. In this study, all surface targets were photographed
from ground level. For an airborne photographic sensor, however,
the problem of sky luminance must be considered. Spectrally
selective Rayleigh scattering and-nonselective Mie scattering are
both responsible for scatter of diffuse shortwave radiation upwards.
This diffuse radiation is intercepted by apy airborne shortwave
radiation sensor, including a photograph ic'rsystem, and tends to
damp out the shortwave radiation signal reflected from the surface.
In a photograph, this would produce decreased contrast as scattering
increases, producing false values of surface albedo. This problem
would be greatest for surfaces with very low or very high albedos,
and as sky luminance increased, all measured albedo values would
tend to converge towards one intermediate value. Because Rayleigh
scattering affects only the shorter wavelengths of the visual region,
it can be largely eliminated through use of a fi lter such as a
Wratten 15 (minus-blue) filter. Mie scattering is nonselective and
presents a more di f f icul t problem which might be approached by
using a "gray window" model (Pease, Alexander, and Pease, 1970).
A second problem is that of measuring the albedo of a snow cover.
As previously mentioned a photographic system, like a sil icon cell,
w i l l tend to overestimate the albedo of snow because it cannot sense
its near-infrared decline of spectral reflectance. The same would
hold true for measurement of reflectance from cloud tops. Kung,
Bryson, and Lenschow (196*0 correlate albedo of a snow-covered
surface with snow depth and albedo of the underlying surface, and
it is hoped that s imi lar correction factors might be developed to
permit aerial photographic measurement of snow .albedo. Most land-
use and resource studies, however, are conducted under snow-free
conditions, and in such cases snow correction factors would be
unnecessary.
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At its present state, an airborne photographic albedo-measuring
system as described above would require the of at least one
calibrated target in each photograph to tie optical densities of
images on the f i lm to corresponding values of surface albedo. Such
targets may be supplied by ground albedo measurements of relatively
large and homogeneous surfaces (e.g. a parking lot or plowed f ield),
or perhaps by inclusions of surfaces with predictable reflectance
characteristics, such as a body of water. A scanning shortwave
radiometer with internal calibration would reduce the need for
ground calibration targets, but air luminance st i l l makes some
sort of ground tie desirable.
A final problem is applicable to every airborne system measuring
shortwave radiation. In all remotely sensed albedo studies, it is
assumed that all surfaces encountered are diffuse reflectors, i .e.
that the amount of shortwave radiation reflected by a surface is iso-
tropic, or the same in all directions. This is not true, however,
for surfaces such as water which have pronounced specular reflection
characteristics. Even a seemingly diffuse reflector such as a homo-
geneous forest canopy could exhibit albedo differences which are
solely a function of reflection geometry. A wide-angle aerial photo-
graph of a uniform forest canopy displays an albedo maximum at the
"no-shadow point," where the angle between observer and object
viewed is such that the object viewed completely obscures its own
shadow. Measured albedos decrease radially outwards from this
point as an increasing shadow-fraction is incorporated into the
photographic image. Thus the albedo of an object viewed from an
airborne platform would vary sl ight ly depending on the relative
positions of the object, the observer, and the sun. Since all
surfaces are rough surfaces at some scale, it is conceivable that
the shadow-fraction of the surface increases in a fairly regular
way as distance increases from the no-shadow point. From theoretical
and empirical experience with the illumination geometry, the radial
increase in shadow-fraction should be susceptible to systematization
and analytic programs could be created to adjust for it.
Although the thrust of this study has been to explore the
feasibi l i ty of photographic f i lm as a remote sensor for spat ial ly
measuring terrestrial surface albedos, many of the conclusions
apply equally well to s imi lar use of the outputs of electro-optical
scanners for various spectral bands in the visual and near-infrared.
This includes the multispectral scanners on the Earth Resources
Technology Satell i tes (ERTS-A and ERTS-B). When scanners have DC
"clampon" circuitry or other form of constant gain combined wi th
internal calibration sources, electrical outputs have a more
linear relationship to energy received aloft than does photographic
film. However, if outputs are converted to photo-transparencies for
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analysis, problems related to toes
 ;and shoulders of sensitometric
curves st i l l persist, although many of the films so used have
remarkably long linear responses. Modern computer programming may
well allow direct conversion of the electrical outputs of scanners
into generalized albedo maps .without the intermediate photo-
transparency step. Scanners still w i l l be constrained by the same
reflection anisotropies related to illumination geometry as are
film-camera systems although it is conceivable that adjustment for
the shadow-fraction, radially increasing from the no-shadow point,
can be computer corrected.
It should be noted that "albedo" has been defined in this
study in terms of absorption of the solar distribution of energy.
But albedo itself is not a link in the energy budget chain. Rather,
the ratio is used to divide incident daylight into reflected and
absorbed components. A measurement i/s required of solar energy
reaching the surface at the times of remote sensing, however, in
order that an incident light value be ascertained for the albedo
ratio to divide. A calibrated scanner can be considered as an
inverted pyranometer which measures directly reflected shortwave
energy, but a knowledge of albedo wi l l still be necessary to know
what is absorbed. It would be convenient to assume that albedos,
once measured, remain as constants for future use but this is not
apt to be the case. Also, changes in the spectral distribution
of daylight, as from pollutants in the atmosphere, w i l l change
albedo values based upon "normal" daylight. The significance of
such changes is st i l l to be investigated.
CONCLUSION
Studies of the a real variation of surface albedo have been
hampered by the inabil i ty to produce direct two-dimensional maps
of surface albedo. Several photographic systems of albedo measure-
ment which would permit direct albedo mapping were developed in
this study. These methods include both multispectral approaches
and "single-shot" techniques. The single-shot methods provide
good results for low-albedo tragets but are sl ightly less satisfactory
for high-albedo targets and green vegetation, producing errors which
range from 2 percent to 8 percent. Both multispectral approaches,
on the other hand, yield consistently good results, wi th a maximum
error of only 2 percent even for high-albedo or vegetal targets,
thus comparing favorably wi th standard pyroelectric pyranometers.
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FIGURE 10. Characteristic curves for Plus-X (2401) and
and High Speed Infrared Film (2481) with Log Albedo
substituted for Log Exposure. The orientation of the
curves indicates they are for negative rather than
positive transparencies. The Log Albedo axes can be
made as movable scales which can be adjusted to match
the images of ground calibration targets to the charac-
teristic curves.
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